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About This Game

Room scale: The game is currently room scale only with a minimum space requirement of 2m front-to-back. If playing with
SteamVR, please make sure you have gone through setup in "room scale" mode.

Oculus Rift users: Native Oculus support is included. If you are not prompted to launch the game in native Oculus mode, right
click the game in your Steam games list and choose "Launch The Thrill of the Fight in Oculus VR mode." The Thrill of the

Fight is room scale only, so please ensure your Guardian boundaries are configured properly. For best results, you'll need 2m of
front-to-back space.

Windows MR users: The Thrill of the Fight is compatible with WMR headsets and controllers, but holding your controllers
near your face to block causes tracking loss due to the way WMR controllers are tracked. Because of this, I have not marked
support for Windows Mixed Reality on the store page. If you still wish to play, please make sure you have configured your

headset properly for room scale and have 2m of space front-to-back.

The Thrill of the Fight is a boxing game designed specifically for VR. Enter a virtual gym and battle unique challengers with
their own boxing styles and techniques. Use timing and skill to land the knockout blow. Evade punches, land jabs, and block

blows to become the king of the ring.

The Thrill of the Fight is best described as a "semi-sim" with some simplified or unrealistic mechanics for the sake of fun and
straightforward game play or to accommodate the limits of current VR technology. Mechanics are realistic where possible but

the game is not guaranteed to be a fully accurate recreation of real boxing.
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I've done a fair of of Boxing \/ Martial Arts and this would be the only "Game" that closely approximates what its like to spar.
Blocking is realistic, Attacking is realistically difficult and the opponents stances are all slightly different and engaging., making
you want to watch how an opponent behaves before attacking.

You have use proper technique to hit hard and to protect yourself. You can feel the pain of trying to keep your guard up. You're
not going to feel what its like get hit, but this has EVERYTHING else.. I love the bruising effect and the fighting mechanics
seem solid. A fun and cheap experience in the boxing world. However it doesn't match the visual quality and intense epic feeling
you get from Creed.

The only problem with the game seems to be the player damage calculations are wonky. You seem to get weaker as the game
moves along for some reason.
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